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Programme overview
MBA Leadership & Human Resources – an overview of the
prestigious programme

Excellence & Mastery

What the programme offers you

Economic professionalism, substantial
expertise, an aptitude for strategic
planning, an innovative, interdisciplinary toolbox, a very active network,
and personal leadership skills: The
MBA programmes at the Quadriga
University of Applied Sciences Berlin
ensure the mastery and excellence required to meet the challenges
posed by fundamental changes facing
individuals, organizations, industries,
and business models. On completion
of our MBA courses, you‘re uniquely
positioned for a leadership career
in business or other institutions. The
close alignment with current and
future requirements of businesses, the
dedication of leading protagonists, and
the efficient integration of theory and
practice mould MBA students into confident leaders for a future of unprecedented opportunity.

The MBA Leadership & Human
Resources programme qualifies for
management functions in the area of
strategic personnel and organisation
development, particularly in fields of
competence such as performance
management, talent management
as well as strategical organisational
evaluation and development. The
holistic curriculum allows graduates to
take on leading positions with a strong
cross-functional perspective in strategic HR management.

Head of the study
programme
Professor Gärtner’s
research focuses
on how HR impacts
and is impacted by
the digital transformation. This involves studying the role
of technologies (e.g., AI and RPA) but
also new forms of work and organising.
In addition to his broad experience in
research and teaching, he has been
working as a management consultant
for more than 15 years.
Prof. Dr. Christian Gärtner
Professor of Business Administration, with a
focus Digital Transformation & Leadership

Benefits for your organisation
A repositioning of HR is associated
with diverse and demanding tasks and
requires mastery of three key areas of
expertise: areas of expertise: general
management, thought leadership in
HR, and leadership skills. In a unique
manner, the programme links management knowledge from all value-added
processes with leadership and communication skills as well as the latest
research insights into HR-related topics.
The combination will help you to realise
a new value proposition for HR within
the company.
Diverse and experienced groups

Our students

Average Age
34

Average Work
Experience in Years
9,3

Leadership Positions
following Studies
94 %

35% male, 65% female

As all students have advanced work
experience, the peer-to-peer learning
effect enables an important knowledge
transfer of challenges and possibilities
of different working fields.

For more information on the MBA Leadership & Human Resources please visit:
www.quadriga-university.com/mba-leadership-HR

Structure of the MBA Leadership
& Human Resources
The MBA Leadership & Human Resources provides knowledge, skills and abilities to succeed as a leader and professional in all important concerns of Human
Resources in digital and dynamic times.
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Credits

60 Credits

Term

18 months part-time,
starting June & November

Attendance	approx. 52 days in Berlin
and an equivalent of
8 days in online format,
one field trip
Language

Duration 18 months part-time
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1 C
 orporate Strategy &
Managerial Economics
Leadership-competencies & knowledge in economics
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Mentoring und Supervision 2

English, Option to take
exams in German

Tuition fees 29,000 €
Enrolment fee 500€
Payment possible in
instalments
Scholarships Scholarships are available
up to 10.000 €
Contact

Henrik Thiesmeyer
Director of Studies
+49 (0) 30/44 72 94 10
henrik.thiesmeyer@
quadriga.eu

Types of Studying
The programme offers you different
studying options to fit your life situation

1 

Mentoring and Supervision
Experienced professionals guide students
in study and career matters

2 
3

On-Campus Courses, guided Self-Study, Online-Sessions and Peer-Group-Work 1

Quadriga Network
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Course of Studies

Modules

Specialised modules in
Human Resources

Days

9 Master Thesis

4 Months for writing your
Master Thesis
Practice-oriented topics with a direct
business impact

3 

Post Graduation

Experts in the field
Learning from the best: Students get the possibility to connect with
stakeholders, profit from their experience by being mentored in career matters
and acquire all necessary knowledge to succeed in today‘s business world.
“For a long-term success a continuous performance- and potentialoriented Talent-Management-Process is very important. Every top
leader has to achieve these competencies of talent-oriented thinking.
The Chief Human Resources Officer is at the same time an architect,
coach, transformer as well as a controller and needs to have a comprehensive knowledge of every corporate function. Therefore the
MBA Leadership & Human Resources offers an excellent training.”
Manfred Grundke / Managing Partner, Knauf Gruppe

“It’s becoming increasingly important in a leadership position to
successfully operate at the intersections between society, science,
economics, and politics. We need more cross-sectoral career steps
and voluntary engagement in all aspects of society. The bundled
experiences within the advisory board represent these criteria outstandingly.”
Dr. Katrin Krömer / Chief Director Human Resources & Leadership-Development, Deutsche Bahn AG

“I am very impressed by the amount of passion, commitment and joy
professors and external lecturers have by sharing their knowledge
and experience. Because of this knowledge transfer on eye level I was
able to quickly earn valuable stimuli for myself and my company.
For example I was able to question structures and processes between
the Headquarter and our subsidiaries. In addition, I initiated proactive
changes by launching an international HR governance.“
Wibke Thormählen / Head of Department Policies & Labor Law, ECE Projektmanagement G.m.b.H. & Co. KG,
Alumni of the MBA Leadership & Human Resources

Advisory Board

Prime Benefits

(selection)

As an important institution for professional education,
networking and development, Quadriga University
Berlin is connected with stakeholders who additionally
support our students in study and career matters.

Practical teaching
Teaching focuses on the real needs of
the profession and different industries.
Highly committed leading professionals join the institutionally accredited
University.

Customized Studying
Numerous options to adapt course
schedule and duration of studies to fit
individual requirements.

Wolfgang Büchel
Managing Director,
MINI Germany
BMW Group

Manfred Grundke
Managing Partner,
Knauf Gruppe

Dr. Katrin Krömer
Chief Director
Human Resources &
Leadership-Development,
Deutsche Bahn AG

International
International students, a global network
for every profession and multinational
case studies.

Stakeholder-Mentoring
Supportive personal mentoring
programmes and coaching elements
during study and post graduation

Centrally located
Dr. Katharina
Herrmann
Chief Human
Resources Officer,
Hubert Burda Media

Markus Hipp
Executive Director,
BMW Foundation
Herbert Quandt

Dr. Stefan Neuwirth
Head of Corporate
Organization,
Bayer AG

In the heart of Berlin – our campus
is just a walk away from hot spots of
politics and business.

Life-long, unique Network
Access to a vast European network,
prestigious awards, congresses and
summits - your chance to be involved
as speaker, juror or writer.

Jason Lusty
Marketing Director,
Audi AG

Our partners

Maximilian Schöberl
Head of Communications
and Politics,
BMW Group

Dieter Krockauer
Head of Innovation &
Technology,
Automotive SCM
Continental Automotive
GmbH

